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EUROLICS and the department of Economics of Ege University cordially invite paper 
submissions for the Eurolics symposium to be held on April 2-3, 2020 in Izmir Turkey. 
The purpose of the event is to bring together scholars working on innovation and 
evolutionary economics in broad terms, to increase connectivity, communication, and 
rapport within the community by sharing latest works. We are planning an event with 
an estimated 40 papers over a day and a half. Giovanni Dosi (LEM-Scuola Superiore 
Sant’Anna) and Erol Taymaz (Middle East Technical University) will deliver keynote 
speeches for the symposium. The broad issues to be covered in the symposium include, 
but not limited to 

 

 Industry 4.0 

 Digital Economy 

 Agent based models of innovation 

 The economics of firm and corporate governance 

 The impact of new and emerging technologies on employment and growth 

 Transitions to ‘green’ growth 

 The economics of catch-up by latecomer and emerging economies 

 Sustainability and structural change 

 Poverty and its eradication 

 Social inequality 

 Recent developments in evolutionary economics 

 Network economics 
 

Please visit www.eurolics.kongre.gen.tr. Please submit your extended abstract (2-3 pages) 
and your inquiries, if any, to the e-mail address iibfiktisat@mail.ege.edu.tr 

 

As a bit of background, the city of Izmir is located in Western Turkey by the Aegean 
cost, and boasts many historical and ancient sites and other touristic attractions like 
Ephesus, Pergamon, house of Virgin Mary, etc. Izmir is also hometown of Homeros. 
More information can be found in the link of a video about the city below. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVazKY02SV0 

 

Important Dates: 
Abstract Submission: January 15, 2020 
Acceptance Decision: February 7, 2020 
Full Paper Submission: March 16, 2020 
Registration Deadline: March 16, 2020 

Innovation and Sustainable Economic Development 



Fees: 
100 euro (including dinner in the first day, lunchbox, coffee breaks, excursion to 
Ephesus, excl. museum ticket) 
75 euro (for the participants from lower middle income and low income countries. See 
https://datahelpdesk.worldbank.org/knowledgebase/articles/906519-world-bank-country-and- 
lending-groups) 

50 euro (for students) 
 
Background 
Eurolics is the European branch of Globelics, a worldwide network of more than 2000 

scholars engaged in research on how innovation and competence building contribute to 

economic and sustainable development. Eurolics is a platform for cooperation and 

interactive learning and sets out to develop and design activities that address the current 

problems in Europe related to inclusion and sustainability in the context of globalisation. 

Our short-term objectives are to organise a series of workshops, collaborative 

publications and research projects integrating the research capacities of the network and 

reaching out to multiple stakeholders including the business and policy community. 
 

For further information on the conference organization please consult our website: 
 

http://www.eurolics.org 
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